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Abstract—The article discusses the issues of juridical economic policy in the concept of the ecological order, built and developed by representatives of foreign natural-humanitarian interdisciplinary scientific fields at the turn of the XIX-XX centuries. Juridical economic policy should establish fundamental and priority principles for building a state based on law. The concept of the ecological order states the most important problems for scientists concerning mankind survival in terms of natural resources exhaustion. Nowadays, human activity aimed at nature state deterioration becomes the subject of study for social ecology. The latter pays attention to interaction between human society and natural environment. Juridical economic policy should become the basis for an even and equitable distribution of the natural resources of all mankind in general and ecological order preservation. The article has practical importance for specialists in the field of jurisprudence and in the field of scientific research for social and humanitarian studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of ecological order, built and developed by representatives of foreign natural-humanitarian interdisciplinary scientific fields at the turn of the XIX-XX centuries, set global problems of mankind survival in terms of natural resources exhaustion, environment pollution, the risk of technological disasters, fauna decrease, quick increase of industrial objects amount, which damage life quality of society in general.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the first representatives of ecological order concept E. Haeckel, introduced into scientific circulation of natural-scientific knowledge “ecology” notion, which was then used by scientists of foreign sociological school in terms of crisis phenomena of industrial society study, in which the values of a person’s responsibility for the life of the future generations were violated.

Anthropogenic factor (human activity) of nature state worsening, conditioned by the desire to use natural resources with maximal benefit for pragmatic aims of society (groups, individuals) and which damages integrity of ecosystem, becomes the subject of study for social ecology. The latter pays great attention to studying nature development laws inconsistence with social technological evolution, in which a person’s influence, and first of all, migrant’s influence on the quality of his life, is studied in the methodology of interdisciplinarity.

Demographic and migration problems study by the example of American contingent of the mentioned period, led R. E. Park and those, who had identical ideas (A. Antonovski, A. Burgess, G. Gurunt, V. Manchini, E. Stonequist and others) to the conclusion that migrants’ marginality, detachment and unadjustment to social-normative sphere (marginality) led to crisis in biopsychological and social cultural state of a migrant, who for a long time (or forever—E. Stonequist) presented “cultural hybrid”, with typical for him disorganized character, anxiety, tension and frustration.

Several decades later, Soviet marginalism (N. Temkin, V. Prol, E. Starikov, P. Chervinskiy) being based on ideologized Marxist understanding of social order, where the base is economics and the law is superstructure, extrapolates the notion “marginal person” into the concept of economic order with its interpretation as inadequate member of Soviet society, in negative meaning. At the same time, attention is not paid to ecology as the sphere, which has difficulties in connection with human activity.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Methodological basis of the research are general, scientific and individual scientific methods of cognition and
also tested in practical activity ways and means of knowledge confirmation. The main is value oriented approach, individual scientific methods of the research are the following: formal- juridical and the method of juridical modeling.

IV. RESULTS

In terms of studying the problems of ecological order in economic system of communities, such notion as marginality becomes important. Multidisciplinary notion “marginality” is reflected in regulative sphere of international law. In Resolution of the General Assembly of UNO 14.12.1990 marginality means great number of “risk groups” of migrants, people with antisocial behavior, which government, State Justice Institutes, law-enforcement systems, mass media and scientists, who create the programs and the politics of law violation prevention, should pay attention to1. The influence of migration, which is characterized as a marginal phenomenon (alienated, conterminous), is urgent nowadays during ecological order problem study, which is closely connected and depends on economic politics, provided by the states. It is proved by problems both at state and international levels.

V. DISCUSSION

Paradigm of constitutionalism provides economic ideology of state inventory with the help of which imposed and not safe values of consumer’s life style, culture, education, medicine and other spheres of life commercialization should be recultured.

Juridical economic politics should be open and clear for the citizen of Russia. It shouldn’t have discriminative character for most part of Russian population, should be the base for safe and just natural resources distribution for the benefit of a human being and ecological order preservation in order to continue generations and develop civilization.

VI. CONCLUSION

Undoubtedly, marginality phenomenon, being interesting for humanitarian Russian science (more than 60 dissertations, the object of which is marginality) couldn’t but be interesting for native juridical science. So the research workers of general juridical theory of marginality from general scientific humanistic positions of a person’s constitutional right and freedoms defense, including “marginal person” in his dualistic (native and foreign) meaning, substantiate the necessity to form juridical ethnopolitics and juridical economic politics, which have serious preventive meaning for law and then ecological order in modern state structure setting.
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